
Gen Zers
What kind of tenants 

are ? 


try to pay on time.

93% 4%

3%
are sometimes several days late 
with their rent payments.

often pay rent late.

What percentage of their income do they 
USE for rent?

What kind of rental do they choose?


Do they own pets?

Where do they live?

Which month they prefer to move in?

Do they live with roommates?

What’s the most important factor when 
choosing a location to live?

They value in-person relationships far more 
than their online reputations.

Which amenities are the most important 
when choosing a rental?

How long do they plan to rent?

57% of all Gen Zers are currently going to college.

4% - have a cat and a dog11% - have a cat

16% - have a dog68% - no

Do they pay rent on time?

of traffic came from mobile.

pay rent online
Which means they would 

rather .

82%

45% 35% 20%

10-40% 40-60% 60-90%

45%

no

28%

one roommate17% 


three roommates or more

10%

two roommates

Washington, D.C.

New York

Seattle

Los Angeles

San Francisco

17% - Rural area37% - Suburbs46% - Downtown

Gen Zers strive for urbanization more than all the previous generations.

The most popular cities 

to live in are:

of which are saving to buy their own home.

could afford to move out, but find it easier to live with family.

of Gen Zers live with their parents because 

they can't afford to rent.

of them split rent with their partners.

They choose affordability over amenities.
While their expectations of technology are super high.

Generally, they don't mind using thrifted appliances. Saving money takes 
priority over luxury things.



 - a few more years, until they’re 
ready to buy a property
55%

 - would like to stop renting ASAP22%

 - are seeing themselves renting for life16%

 - hesitate to answer7%

They just expect to be able to order groceries from a phone 
and have them delivered straight to the fridge.

 is the #1 obstacle towards homeownership.College debt
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73%
in-unit laundry

57%
parking

49%
wi-fi

62%
air-conditioner

8%
BBQ area

7%
playground

4%
dog park

of their income of their income of their income

two-bedroom apartment
31%

25%
one-bedroom apartment

25%
single-family home

7%
duplex

 landlords don't allow pets in their rentals.80%Interesting to know that ~

12%
other

college 

campus

four-bedroom 
apartments

three-bedroom 
apartments
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8%

9%
friends and family 

living nearby

ability to get to 

work easily cost

8% - other factors

3% - close location 

to transportation 1% - close location 


to parks/beaches
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